Due to the decoding procedure and filtering for edge detection, the feature extraction process of MPEG-7 Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) is time-consuming and computationally expensive. We proposed the fast EHD generation method in wavelet domain of JPEG2000 images. Experimental results demonstrate the advantage of this method over EHD. key words: MPEG-7, edge histogram descriptor, JPEG2000, wavelet domain 
Introduction
At present, almost all digital images are stored in compressed formats such as JPEG and JPEG2000 defined by the joint picture expert group. They are widely used on internet or image databases [1] . To do feature extraction using descriptors provided by MPEG7, the conventional approaches first need to decode the compressed image to the pixel domain [2] . In the case of EHD, the feature extraction process is time consuming as well as computationally expensive due to the decoding procedure and filtering for edge detection. To improve the efficiency of compressed image retrieval, we introduce a fast algorithm to get the direction and strength of the edge directly in wavelet domain what is called EHDiWD (Edge Histogram Descriptor in Wavelet Domain), which are utilized for the edge histogram generation.
EHD in Wavelet Domain

Rectangular Lattice and Neighborhood System
First, we will define a set of sites and negiborhood system for simple notation. A rectangular lattice or a set of sites for a 2D image of size N × M can be denoted by
Its elements correspond to the locations at which an image is sampled. similarly the rectangular lattice for a subband on DWT level J can be defined by
For the given lattice S j , the set of neighbors of 
is the center of the neighborhood system.
Meaning of the Wavelet Cofficients
be any square summable 2D image signal and g(n) and h(n) are basis functions in L 2 (R 2 ), where [n] = (n 1 , n 2 ) ∈ S J , then the mathematical representations of 2D DWT in LH and HL bands are as follows;
where K 1 , K 2 ∈ Z is a low-pass and high-pass filter length respectively, [2n
. For the basis function, JPEG2000 restricts the user's choice to two wavelets: Duabechies 9/7 wavelet and Le Gall 5/3 wavelet [1] . Here, we consider just Le Gall 5/3 wavelet whose coefficients are given by {g(n)} = {−1/8, 1/4, 3/4, 1/4, −1/8} and {h(n)} = {−1/2, 1, −1/2}.
When J = 1, (5) is given by
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From (8) 
Classification of Edge Orientations
Generally, the edge orientation for the given image block is defined by the gradient that is the ratio of the vertical ad horizontal edge strength [3] , [4] . So if θ and G[n] is the angle and gradient for given sub-block in {I 
where [2 J n] is the center of the neighborhood system in {I • and 90
• . Because we need only four types of edge orientation, the angle can be determined by the gradient as follows;
And in order to make the distinction 45
• and 135
• from the diagonal dominant edge, we can use information of LH1 and HL1 coefficients. As shown in Fig. 1 then θ = 45
To generate the histogram, edges in the sub-images are categorized into five types; vertical, horizontal, 45
• , 135
• and non-directional edges as a basic unit of 9 × 9 imageblock with one overlapped line to four directions as shown in Fig. 1 . Since there are 16 sub-images, a total of 5 × 16 = 80 histogram bins are required. For similarity matching, we use the intact matching method of EHD.
Expermients and Results
Experiments are conducted using an image database containing 2089 J2K natural images. Six images selected in the database were used to make query images and ground-truth images are categorized by image classes based on the query images which were cell, eagle, penguin, car building and elephant as shown in Fig. 2 . As a criterion of evaluating performance, we used NMRR (Normalized Modified Retrieval Rank) and AN-MRR (Average NMRR) based on the ground-truth size [5] , which were the special metrics for calculating a quantitative evaluation of descriptors in terms of the retrieval rank and compared the performance of the proposed method (EHDiWD), with EHD defined y the MPEG7 standard. The results are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . Table 1 shows performance comparisons between EHD and EHDiWD via the NMRR and ANMRR and Table 2 demonstrates the complexity comparisons of the two methods. In terms of NMRR and ANMR, the retrieval performance of EHDiWD is slightly superior to EHD or both of a sort. For processing time, however, the method using EHDiWD is about 774 times faster than the method using EHD in terms of multiplication and about 165 times faster for addition. 
Conclusion
In this letter, we propose a fast edge histogram generation method in wavelet domain using the properties of wavelet coefficients. Firstly, we verified the meaning of coefficients in each sub-band. Secondly, we measured edge orientation using the gradient of its sub-block in relation to the coefficients of the sub-bands and original image. Finally, the edge histogram for retrieval is generated similarly to the EHD defined by MPEG7 standard. The proposed method is comparable to the EHD in complexity, and is found to be about 774 times faster in terms of multiplication and the retrieval performance slightly superior.
